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New Members
RMVR wishes to announce the following new
members! Welcome to each of you. We hope you will
take full advantage of your membership, all the club
activities, and the camaraderie of your fellow members.
Please help us in welcoming these fine folks.
● Wiley Timbrook - Arvada, CO
I’ve had some problems with the New Members
Report,… if I’ve missed any one, please let me know and
I’ll welcome you in a future block. Ed.

Feedback Session
November 12, 2022

@Hagerty Garage
8101 Shaffer Parkway, Littleton, CO MAP
9:00 AM Board Meeting (Abbreviated)
Feedback Session follows Immediately
Finish by 1:00 PM
Donuts will be served!

Special RAKC Formula Vee
Anniversary Event
Thanks to all who participated, donated and
fundraised in this year's Veevergnugen Formula
Vee Festival!! What a wonderful event! Donations
are still trickling in, but together we raised another
~$190,000 to help fund pediatric cancer research!!
WooHoo!
Start planning for next year!!!

July 29-30, 2023

Board Meeting Changes
The dates for the meetings will be the 3rd Wednesday of the month. The time is now 6:30-8:30 PM. With the
COVID19 situation, the meeting will be via teleconference. Use the link below to join the meeting. The link
should be sufficient even if you do not have a Zoom account or Zoom app on your device:
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/88255927719?pwd=dXhHYi9PZ0pGRlF0SmFJaTJJbllCZz09

Alternately, if you do have the Zoom application, you can join the meeting from within your Zoom app using
meeting's the Meeting ID: 882 5592 7719 and Passcode: 226083
Please note meeting ID and Passcode now DOES NOT change every month and will be valid until we go
back to in person meetings!!!

Board Meetings will be typically held the 3rd Wednesday of the month, 6:30 to 8:30 PM, (New Time). The Board Meeting location is:

via teleconference

FOR MORE INFORMATION: RMVR c/o Camille Fangue, RMVR Administrator
Mailing: 3960 S Jason St. Englewood, CO 80110 phone (303) 319-3062 email- admin@rmvr.com

*
******************************************************************************************
*

Rocky Mountain Vintage Racing, Ltd.
September 21, 2022 · RMVR Board Meeting
Zoom Meeting Minutes

Call to order President Eric Schakel 6:32 PM
1. Roll call of board members:
X Eric Schakel – President
X Jon Whiteley-Treasurer X Robin Newton
X Eric Ladner – President Elect X Tom Ellis
Daren Schauls
Jeff Hall – Past President
Steve Mercer
Jamie Stiehr
X Bradley Zieg – Secretary
X Jean Murphy
X Branden Sumner
2. Presidents Opening Remarks
With Lollapalooza only days away, we have one last chance to have a clean, incident-free event in
2022.
3. Approval of August 17, 2022, Meeting Minutes:
MOTION to approve Eric Schakel, 2nd Robin Newton PASSED - unanimously.
4. Secretary’s Report – Bradley Zieg - See Meeting Minutes approved above.
5. Treasurer’s report - Jon Whiteley - Account balance totals as of September 19, 2022,
$178,052.18 Net income YTD $8,538.56
Treasurer Whiteley suggested moving the RMVR savings account into an interest-bearing account.
President Schakel stated a desire for a safe, secure financial institution.
MOTION to allow treasurer to seek higher interest for savings Brad Zieg, 2nd Jon Whiteley PASSED
- unanimously. Treasure will forward his recommendations to BOD review.
6. Chiefs of Specialties reports
Chief Steward – Chad Wight
Chief Driving Instructor – Lynn Fangue
Jean Murphy now holds a Competition License.
Lynn Fangue resigned effective at the end of the year. He will assist with replacement selection
and assist with the 2023 Drivers School.
ES Fangue will provide a list of suspects for the position, and Drivers School materials will be
made available for the 2023 event.
Kirk Clifford allowed that no driver from the western slope would oppose moving their race
up to the morning on Sunday and not racing last on Sunday.
ES noted there is no contract with PPIR for next year’s Drivers School.
John Victoria allowed that at this time of year almost all dates for track times are taken.
ES is interested in making certain RMVR has a place for the Drivers School.
Fangue suggested HPR, Pueblo and even La Junta are options.
Flagging and Communication – Lisa Williams
If no volunteers cancel, we should be OK for manning the track at Pueblo.
Timing and Scoring – Frank Leslie
Pit and Grid – Michael Drury
Pueblo looks to be OK. We have an experienced group.

Tech – Marie Stiles
Branden will assist Ken Tisdale – we will be OK at Pueblo.
Starter – Patrick Fay
Social – Eric Schakel
Van and Equipment – Eric Ladner
The RMVR van is wrapped for Pueblo!
Marketing and Media – Vacant
Eligibility – Jim Cambon
IT – Bob Alder
Vintage Messenger – John Mihalich
CAMA – Bob Darcey
RMVR Historian – Vacant
7. Special order discussions and upcoming events
1. Questions or discussion
Feedback session will be at Hagerty, as before. November 12, 2022.
8.

Unfinished business
1. Dealing with Multiple Drivers
Schakel - The Board of Directors voted in favor to implement new multiple driver procedures
for the 2023 race season. This procedure needs to be clearly packaged and communicated to
all members.

2.

Proposal by Branden Sumner - RMVR competition license system
A.
RMVR competition licenses will have 5 points per year and resets at the end of each
year if for any reason a driver uses all 5 points that driver’s license is revoked for the rest of
the year. If a license is revoked that driver must have an instructor from its run group as a
driving coach for at least two races, until the driving coach and CDI sign off on reissuing the
license. Should a driver lose a driver’s license twice that driver must retake Drivers School.
B.
Points shall be awarded for the following:
1 race probation = 1 point.
1 race suspension = 2 points plus 1 race suspension.
2 spins in 1 weekend = 1 point.
Spin or incident caused by negligence or poor car care = 1 point plus + points acquired by
incident.
Metal to metal is 1 point plus points acquired by probation and suspension.
If more than 5 spins in one session by group, the session will be black flagged for that session
to inspect track conditions.
Note - The points and rules are all based on current VMC rules.
We are gentleman racers, and we better start acting like it! Sumner has spoken with several
other drivers, and we feel this is a good way to wake people up and make people realize there
are repercussions for their aggressive driving and lack of care for the car and fellow drivers.
BS
Bob Alder stated, “This is not a rule change per se”.
Schakel We will need to communicate this very well and very widely. He will provide
communication for the 2023 season.
Schakel suggested establishing a committee for Incident Penalty Structure revisions.
Sumner suggests one representative from each run group. We need more people involved – not
just drivers.
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Schakel - Sumner has already started getting the run groups involved.

Fangue and Bonnie Mortimer will be part of the committee. There will be some punitive efforts
to improve driver attitude.
Alder – every race organization has created their own policy.
Jean Murphy – at Eagle’s canyon last week they did a 13/13 penalty. CVAR has “Safety
Committee ''. If a driver is put on probation, they put a “X” on their car. Drivers on probation must
work as a volunteer for a weekend.
Sumner is good with this thought. A good idea with the “X”.
Zieg suggested that this committee can act on its own authority
Sumner wants to do this for all the 2023 race season.
BS Continued - According to HPR Track Manager RMVR has the highest number of incidents of
any race group. We need to do something for the 2023 race season. Drivers need to chill out or
get out. BS would like to get other people involved.
ES will establish a working group or “Task Group” to prepare a formal outline for discussion.
LF asked “is the Chief Steward going to keep these records?
BZ embraced the notion of exposing violators like the Chief Steward does in Vintage
Messenger.
Chad Weight suggested making the points cumulative, ascending.
ES - We are talking about punitive actions. We could hand out wristbands after the drivers’
meeting.
LF – We could put a star on the driver’s helmet at the drivers’ meeting. We should do something
about driver behavior. I am concerned about push-back.
SM Road America and Laguna Seca have drivers’ meetings and stickers.
BS – Wants push-back from miscreants. We should appoint a race director for each run group.
They could take attendance at drivers’ meetings. Attend the meeting, or don’t race.
Chad Wight Our goal has been to shorten drivers’ meetings. Our safety record has deteriorated
as a result.
JH When I was President Elect, I had suggested accountability for drivers’ meeting attendance.
LF In Formula 1, if a driver is late to a drivers’ meeting it results in a $5,000.00 fine.
JM CVAR punishes drivers who miss a drivers' meeting with an “X” on the car and probation.
BS Issue a driver instructor for those on probation.
ES We are discussing an administrative nightmare.
Request from Jonathan Lane to consider RMVR Member Roster.
ES Let’s discuss a membership roster at the next BOD meeting. He will contact Bob Alder to
determine how this was done in the past.
3.

Membership roster
Schakel – Just have the BOD agree to move forward with a membership roster. More
communication, a more cohesive club. Members would have 2 weeks to opt out of roster
inclusion.
Alder – Craft a roster once a year. Send the roster to members by email. See RMVR profile:
name, address, phone number and email address.
Schakel – we could send an announcement and generate a discussion at the Feedback session.

4.

Volunteer recruitment
Schakel – Is this issue so pressing that we need to form a committee? Can we lean on Jean
Murphy to push recruitment?
Lisa Williams said recruitment is a whole club effort. We need to recruit one volunteer at a
time. After three (3) weekends working a corner, I considered making that volunteer a “Corner
Captain”. This captain position is the area of greatest need.
Zieg suggested that drivers must also be4responsible for recruiting and/or providing volunteers.

Fangue – we must have a plan. 2023 could see more race cancellations than just La Junta this
year. Meagan Sumner suggested we could recruit SCCA workers.
Schakel – Lisa Williams do you have a process for moving workers up to Corner Captain?
Williams – No, I rely on feedback from the corner captains and race control. I would like to
do a survey of our volunteers to determine what keeps them coming back.
Schakel – RMVR Needs to keep this effort going next year and beyond.
9.

New Business
1. Worker Van needs
John Victoria had a chance to drive the worker van. His thoughts:
The van rides rough, and the steering is super loose.
Check-engine light is on, the van needs a tune up – getting 6-8 mpg.
Sumner typically checks over the upon request.
He will look at these issues at Pueblo the coming weekend.
Schakel suggested RMVR needs to set a budget for repairs to the worker van.
MOTION to establish a $2,500.00 budget for van repairs BS, 2nd ES PASSED – unanimously

2.

Management Shift
Eric Schakel proposed to modify Race Chair and Administrative roles to improve event
coordination and business functionality, with separate descriptive documents.
This discussion was moved to the next meeting due to time constraints and complexity.

3.

Shift race schedule
Schakel – Tom Ellis is suggesting moving RAKC from late July to replace the spring race.
Ellis - The July heat is a very important consideration. Heat exhaustion could have a deleterious
effect on drivers. He is concerned about driver health. Move RAKC into the May slot at HPR.
Fangue – Ellis is raising a good point. May RAKC would be the first race after Drivers School,
and the first race of the year. [Combining warmup and qualifying as the first session is somewhat
concerning].
Jean Murphy CVAR does not race in the summer – they could come to RAKC.
Eric Ladner – The current race dates are compatible with RAKC donations.
Schakel – it would be hard to move race dates this late for 2023. Maybe 2024? Tom Ellis’ thoughts
were well formed. BOD should move this discussion to next month’s meeting to include Jamie
Stiehr in discussion.

4.

Nominating Committee
Fangue – will the Nominating Committee be formed soon?
Schakel – No success arm twisting for committee memberships. Will need the Nominating
Committee created next month.

MOTION to adjourn: Jon Whiteley 8:36 PM.
Next Meeting: Wednesday, October 19, 2022
Respectively submitted: Bradley Zieg, Secretary, October 13, 2022
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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October 2022 President's Message
Shifting Gears

The 2022 vintage road race season is winding down. RMVR goes on, however, and there’s much to do before the year
slips away. First and foremost, John Victoria has convinced Ken Tisdale and Robin Newton to join him to form this
year’s Nominating Committee for Board elections. All they lack now is a good bench of candidates.
Have you considered tossing a hat into the ring? If not, perhaps you should - having a good Board is essential to RMVR’s
ongoing operations, and I encourage anyone who can spare a few hours each month to consider running for Director at
Large, President-Elect, or Treasurer. If you’re old enough to have watched the real Wizard of Oz movie, you’ll
understand when I say the Board is literally RMVR’s ‘man behind the curtain.”
Serving on the Board has been an eye-opener for me; I never cease to be amazed as the many convoluted components
of a road race event fall into place. There are inevitable bumps, of course, but the TEAM finds a way to smooth them. It
very impressive to have a front-row seat to what this band of volunteers and enthusiasts manage to accomplish. Think
about it!
Another way to participate in RMVR’s offseason is to attend the annual Feedback Session. Scheduled for Saturday,
November 12 at the Hagerty Garage in Littleton, we’ll kick off around 9:00am with an abbreviated November Board
meeting, then move into the Feedback portion of the meeting, vacating around 1:00pm. All RMVR members are
welcome, and it’s a good excuse to eat donuts, if nothing else.
2023 will be the 40th year of RMVR. If we start thinking about it now, we can make it a very special year for Rocky
Mountain Vintage Racing.
Eric Schakel RMVR President 2022

CDI Corner October 2022 Edition
The 2022 RMVR Racing season is in the books. As I reflected on the past year, the realization is that for 15 of the past
17 years, I have had the privilege and the responsibility of being the Chief Driving Instructor. That realization brought
into focus the fact that I have a very limited number of years left being able to drive a race car. In order to enjoy that
time as much as possible, I have made the following decision. Effective January 1, 2023, I will be stepping down as
CDI.
The primary responsibility of the CDI is to put on the annual drivers’ school. It has been very satisfying to have had
over 1000 driver’s go through our school in the 15 years. I have worked hard to improve and promote the school, and it
has been a team effort.
I have had the pleasure to work with several very good Assistant CDI’s. The number of great instructors that have
coached for the club over the past 15 years is impressive. I appreciate every one of them. Working closely with the Chief
Stewards, Race Chairs, and all the F&C folks, we have had an exceptional safety record for the school.
We are looking for a replacement, and I have committed that I will assist the new CDI with the 2023 school. If you are
interested in this important and satisfying position, please let me or the Club President, Eric Schakel, know.
We do have two new drivers that have completed their licensing requirements. JD Clifford and Adam McMahan now
have their Competition licenses. Please congratulate these two drivers when you see them. We did license 11 drivers
this year. That is down a little over the past few years. This is somewhat expected as the entries for the Competition
School were down this year. Hopefully, that will turn around in 2023.
I hope everyone has a great off season and look forward to seeing you at the track in 2023.
Lynn Fangue
RMVR CDI (at least for the next few months)
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2022 CVAR Thunder on The Cimarron Report - by Leo Ahearn
What a difference a year makes! For
this event in 2021, we had 98 degree
heat and 30+ MPH winds every
day. In contrast, 2022 weather was
fantastic - low 50s in the morning and
mainly 70s for the highs with a light
breeze. Sixteen RMVR members
made the journey to attend CVAR’s
last race of the season, the 21st
Thunder on the Cimarron. Notably
the father/son duo of Steve and Alex
Goch were reunited, ending a long
absence driven by high fuel prices and
work schedule. CVAR graciously
donated $100 per driver to the Morgan
Adams Foundation - Thank you CVAR! Bob Alder was on hand to accept the proceeds from
CVAR president William Wolff at the Saturday evening social and awards ceremony.
Speaking of awards… This event spotlighted Formula Ford, treating the drivers to the FF Festival
race as the last event on Saturday for a full 35 minutes. 35 minutes on this 1.7 mile centrifuge is
quite different from a 15 or 20 minute session and is a rewarding exercise in perseverance. CVAR
makes some rather creative trophies for this event out of defunct (and heavy) engine parts. Bob
Hancock (FF1 P1) and Brent Kaufman (FF1 P2) brought home the hardware in the FF1 class, with
Seth Letterly taking the FF overall and FF2 class win (FF2 P1/Overall P1).

FF1 Podium

FF2 Podium

CVAR and Hallett staff are to be commended for putting on a logistically excellent event at this
facility. Everything - Thursday paddock access, tech/check-in, schedule adherence and deviation
communication, gridding, incident clearing, incident safety team review and decisions - you name
it - went about as smoothly as one could reasonably expect. Fresh cooked food, concrete
restrooms, and a hot shower round out the positive experience.
The weekend was not without incident however when it came to honoring the Vintage
Spirit. Teachable moments affected 2 RMVR FF drivers with “avoidable contact” incidents. These
occurred when other drivers tried to “save it” and bring the car back on track, rather than just going
“2 in” and their trajectory continuing safely off track when their lunges exceeded the available
track, traction, and talent. Given that a black flag station visit is mandatory post significant loss
of control, 4-off, or spin, there is ZERO incentive to save the car and quickly bring it back on
track. Both incidents occurred on the first lap at the front of the field, one resulting in a black
flag/restart. Both RMVR drivers were able to continue racing as luckily their cars were
repairable.
President Wolff also shared that the CVAR/Circuit of Americas event is a GO for 2023! Dates
are January 20-22. For those wanting to check this bucket list track off, this event is a great way
to do so. CVAR is able to hold the entry fee to their standard $500 for 3 days of testing and racing
by splitting the track with another club, which uses the track until noon, when CVAR takes over
for the rest of the day. If COTA is not in the cards for you, be sure and check out another CVAR
event in 2023. They will have 3 races at Eagles Canyon and 2 at Hallett. Both tracks are a joy to
race on, so support our sister club in 2023!

RMVR Chief Steward, Board and Membership,
First of all, I wanted to say THANK YOU to all the people who attended to me after my shunt at Pueblo
during the morning race on Sunday 9/25/22. I also want to apologize to everyone who missed out on track
time and had to wait while the team got me out and removed my broken #26 Blue.
You’re probably wondering what caused the high speed spin at turn 9? Well, I believe I have it figured out,
but first, what exactly happened? I entered the braking zone at about 100MPH just like every other lap
except that time when I applied the brake, the pedal went soft and depressed much further than normal. As
the gun-camera video will attest, I took two quick stabs at the pedal and when I didn’t get that reassuring
back pressure, I was faced with two options: one - drive straight off or two - put the car into a spin in an
effort to get it slowed down. In the millisecond I had to decide, I chose option two and spun the car
clockwise, crossed the inside kerb backwards, caught the underside of the nose on edge of the kerb, which
tore the entire front clip off. Still moving quite quickly, we continued to spin off the outside of the turn.
The car became airborne as it left the track and landed sideways in the dirt, where it caught hard and flipped
up, nearly rolling over before it finally stopped and came back down on the wheels. Video HERE.
Since the accident I have performed a forensics investigation and determined why the brakes failed. The
left rear caliper was wedged between the inside of the wheel and the mounting bracket. It appears that one
of the caliper mounting bolts came out completely (it is missing) and the other one was backed way out
thus allowing the caliper to rotate off the rotor and kick the pads out. When that happened the caliper piston
was no longer in contact with the pad, so applying the brake resulted in the simply pushing the nowunrestrained piston out, which explains the soft pedal. The hydraulic system was not damaged.
The car has a Tilton pedal assembly with a balance bar and individual master cylinders for each circuit. As
most of you know, the balance bar is used to adjust brake bias between front and rear. So, I think what
happened is because the rear had no resistance, the balance bar allowed the pedal to go way deeper than
normal. In that millisecond that I had to decide it seemed to me that the brakes had failed completely,
especially after two stabs without feedback. Remember, all of this is happening at 100 MPH! In all
likelihood, the front brakes may still have been functional had I pushed the pedal clear to the firewall. It is
counterintuitive to continue to push on a pedal that offers no resistance, so I took evasive action.
Lastly, I want to testify about the value of the Hans Device. I had mine on, my belts were very tight and
my arm restraints were on. The video actually shows, in the mirror, my sunglasses coming out of my helmet
and flying off due to the centrifugal force of the spin. That could have been my head snapping forward and
fracturing my neck! Fortunately, I suffered no injury. The car, however, will need some physical therapy!
So, here’s what I want to pass along to everyone:
1. Torque and safety wire all of your caliper mounting bolts.
2. Test your pedal with one circuit open and make sure the other circuit is still active. This can be
easily done when you bleed the brakes.
3. Wear a Hans Device. Don’t forget. Make it routine. I can’t stress this highly enough!
4. Make sure your belts are dang tight!
The outpouring of support from so many people after the accident was amazing. Thank you RMVR! What
a great group of people! I’ll fix the thing and see you next season.
Jeff Payne

Chief Steward’s Report
Pueblo Lallapalooza
09-27-22
Instead of “Return of the Ambulance,” the event should be called “Return of the Vintage Spirit.” The Pueblo
Lallapalooza Race provided a safe and satisfying finish to RMVR’s race season. For safety, it helped
recapture the Club’s reputation for good sportsmanship and the vintage spirit. Compared to RAKC, there
was marked improvement in car control with only 13 spins/4-offs where RAKC had 57. There were 2 singlecar incidents compared to 7 multicar incidents at RAKC.
On Saturday, Steve Mercer over-cooked Corner 10 in his #4 Formula Ford and chose to go 4-off into the tire
barrier upon exit instead of risking a spin that would have collected Neil McCready who was following
closely. Thankfully, Steve was not injured but his car suffered frontal damage and was unable to continue.
On Sunday, Jeff Payne lost braking control entering Corner 9. His car went completely inside the berm, hit
the backside of the berm, spun, and launched across the track making hard impact nose first into the dirt.
Thankfully, Jeff was not hurt either but his car suffered frontal damage and was unable to continue. Both
drivers received 2-race probations for over-aggressive driving resulting in car damage. In both incidents,
the race was stopped and the Ambulance was able to attend to the drivers within 2.5 minutes. Good job
everyone!
In addition to the “Return of the Vintage Spirit,” the event also featured the “Return of the Fast Formula
Cars.” Kirk Clifford and Allen Johnson rounded up their Western Slope friends and brought enough cars to
have their own race group. In addition, Allen showed some good sportsmanship as he volunteered as Corner
Marshal.
Another “Return” might have been the competition in the Mid-Bore Group which featured close racing all
weekend between Datsuns and BMWs. Look at your time sheets to see which marque won. Several races
finished with less than 7 seconds between the first and last car in the group. Track Manager John Brandow
also put his White Miata in the mix and had a good time.
Also, a word of thanks to Control, Brad, Crystal, and grid who worked efficiently to keep transition times
below 7 minutes between a checker flag, last car off track, opening and closing the outside gate for traffic
entering and leaving, and next group on track.
Finally, a word of thanks to Frank Albert, Gary Merrifield, and Robin Newton who put together a nice tribute
to Judd Evans who passed in July. Judd chaired the Pueblo Enduro, raced #37 Rx7, and volunteered for
many years.
Respectfully,
Chad Wight, Chief Steward
For Branden Sumner, Assistant Chief
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Driver Sanctions Update 09-27-22
Event

Name

Incident

Penalty Remaining
Notes

PPIR 05/02/21

Mike Wolther

Pueblo 09/25/21

RB Wright

Class 3 M2M Car to barrier
#47 Blk/Yel FF
Class 3 M2M; SR #48

Pueblo 06/04/22

Stefan Schluter

Class 2 M2M; #77 MB

2 event probation

Pueblo 06/04/22

Chris Davidson

Class 4 M2M; #21

2 event probation

Pueblo 06/04/22

Allen Johnsen

Class 4 M2M; #555

2 event probation

HPR 08/31/22

Allen Letterly

Class 2 M2M; #78

3 event probation

HPR 08/31/22

Chris Redd

Class 2 M2M; #125

3 event probation

HPR 08/31/22

Jared Hindman

Class 1 M2M; #711

2 event probation

HPR 08/31/22

Lynn Fangue

Class 3 M2M; #11 (OAD)

4 event probation

Pueblo 09/24/22

Steve Mercer

2 event probation

Pueblo 09/25/22

Jeff Payne

Class 2 M2M; #4 car into
barrier (OAD)
Class 2 M2M; #26 car hard
4-off (OAD, tech)

4 event probation
4 event probation

2 event probation

Key:

OAD= OverM2M= Metal-to-Metal
Class 1,2,3,4 = Level of
Aggressive
severity
Driving
In lieu of penalty, drivers are invited to volunteer as Corner Marshals for one or more weekends.
To be properly credited, a driver must sign-up, show-up, & report to the race steward. For further
detail on infractions, see Operations Manual, Appendix J: p.46-49 (Updated 03/28/21)

Racing Harness Expiration Dates
An FYI to inspect your belts for the coming 2022 season. Our RMVR All Rules state:
“d. Safety harness must carry manufacturers label indicating either expiration date, or year and month of manufacture. If only an
expiration date is labeled, the harness is valid for use through the end of the racing season of the expiration year. If manufacture date
is indicated, harness is valid for use through the end of the racing season 5 years after manufacture.”
This means that if a harness has a manufactured date in January of 2020 then it is good through 2024. That is five racing
seasons (20, 21, 22, 23 and 24). So even if that harness is produced in July of 2020 it still expires at the end of the 2024 racing season.
If you purchase belts without a manufacturing date, but an expiration date before 12/31/2021, you’ll need to buy new belts even if they
are only a few years old.
Please make sure your equipment with expiration dates are all up to date so there are no surprises when getting your Annual Tech.
Respectfully,
Your Chief of Tech, Marie Stiles
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Classifieds

For Sale 1970 BMW
2002
race
car:

Everything on this car
is race ready. Dan
owned this car for 24
years and he built this
car himself. There are
only two hours on the
freshly built 2.0I engine w/300cam, very light I beams
rods, single row timing chain and gears, lightened
flywheel, knife crank. The heads have been
professionally reworked. Has 45 DCOE Webers, 3:91
locker diff., 4 speed, Big brakes, Vehicle Record Lo
book, RMVR logbook, Borrani 13 x 6 wheels, Toyo
race tires with one race on them and MUCH more. If
interested contact Jeff Hall at gussie487@gmail.com
or 863-398-9091

REspeedShop is a shop
dedicated to racers. Yes, I
specialize in rotary engine
performance, rebuilds, tunes,
track support.
I also work with racers with
set
up,
performance
upgrades, offer RMVR
special pricing on items to get your car back on track:
fuel cells, fire suits, 5 and 6 point safety belts, upgraded
suspension bits, brakes (calipers and pads), specialty
fabrication, fire systems, … etc. My plan is to beat any
Summit R pricing and keep business local. I will be at
the RMVR races to support racers, just ask. I have a
small shop in Frederick, Colorado with lifts, scales and
set up equipment. My counterpart has CAD, CNC
plasma table for fabrication of steel up to ¼-inch plate.
We are currently making adapter plates for motors i.e.
Rotary engine, LS motors and transmissions; we have a
3D scanner so getting it into CAD is easy. How can we
help you?

Each issue contains:

Please check out our website www.REspeedshop.com
and if you need more information, fill out a form,
indicate that you are RMVR and if I can help you, great,
if not I know a lot of people in road racing that can help
you find what you need.
Regards, Doug Sherwood

Vintage race reports with detailed text, race results and
award winning photos some double page. Over 110
each year.

• Reports on major concours, vintage rallies,

For Sale: Lotus 51C. Raced with RMVR and VARA
since early 90s, full logbooks. Car is in running
condition with new battery. Always maintained, will
need belts, new fuel cell, and tires to race. Ivey Engine
with 4 race weekends approximately. Comes with
Cortina engine and
original steel wheels as
well.
Some spares.
$32,000 Formula car
jack, spare gear sets,
another Ivey motor in
running condition that
needs to be freshened
up are available for sale
separately as well.
jeffpester@hotmail.com 915 204 3676

hillclimbs, shows, vintage racing schools

• Car and Driver Tech section on racecraft and prep.
• Insightful columns about road and oval racing scene
and its history

• Feature stories about vintage racers and their cars
• News about upcoming events: vintage racers,
concours, rallies, special features.

• Current month and remaining schedules for vintage
race weekends, concours, hillclimbs special events
and feature groups.
• Major auction reports with detailed info on selected
cars.
• Classified racing resources
• Race cars for sale in Car Gallery

It is all produced by racers and enthusiasts.
It is the vintage racers favorite for over 33
years.

View the issues for free at
https://www.victorylane.com/
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For Sale: Uprated Formula Ford Motor. Freshened
Ivey. Alloy pan & valve cover. Complete carb to
flywheel. Call Terry Allard for details. $7500 OBO
303-816-0776

New RMVR Logo Wearables
News Flash!
RMVR polo, tee, and sweatshirts with the new logo
are now available for purchase through the RMVR
web site in a special collaboration with Custom Ink.
To learn more, or to place an order, go to RMVR
Apparel Now Available On Line! | Rocky Mountain
Vintage Racing .

Equipment Reminder:
Please remember to check the date on your safety
belts/harnesses. It's not going to be a good race
weekend if you are told you can't run as your
harnesses have expired. FIA belts are good for five
years and SFI are good for five years. Please keep
Wine Country Motor Sports in mind for all of your
driver safety gear. We appreciate your business.

Event Tech Reminder

Bonnie FVEE 88 303-799-6606

…A reminder to all drivers that they must have
their Annual Tech on file and every race their
vehicle must be inspected by the owner / driver and
a tech inspection sheet must be filled out and
signed to give to tech at registration please and
thank you.

Time to TECH
Before you know it our first race in 2022 will be
here so make plans to have your car inspected by
one of 38 RMVR authorized TECH inspectors
listed on the RMVR web site. If you want to be an
inspector yourself, simply call Marie Stiles to
discuss the process. Those of you that are
currently authorized tech inspectors contact Marie
to order your stickers. REMEMBER, an annual
TECH is good for the entire racing season. AND
Tech inspectors will only inspect a car at the track
for out of state racers and for those in the club that
have made previous arrangements with TECH for
an at track annual inspection.

Victory Lane Magazine

Dan Davis at Victory Lane Magazine is always looking for
content (articles). They are particularly interested in stuff
about RMVR, our history, our members, our racetracks,
racecars, race shops, anything unique that others would be
interested in reading about. We could really use a good
(even mediocre) writer or two that would be interested in
putting something together. I have personally submitted a
couple of articles to Dan and been published! Just think, you
could be a big nationally published author!
Please submit articles to me Pres@rmvr.com and I’ll see
that Dan gets it.

Vintage Messenger Fine Print- Our goal is to publish the Vintage Messenger at the first of

every month. If you wish to assure that your information / announcement / ad is included in the Vintage
Messenger, it should be in the hands of the editor three days before the first of the month. Photos should
be .jpg or .tiff formats. Attached files should be in .txt or doc format. Ads run on a per issue basis. If
you wish to have your ad run in subsequent issues, you must re-submit the ad, monthly. Ads are free for
members for auto / racing related items. E-mail to messenger@rmvr.com. The Editor returns a
confirmation of E-mail submittals. If you don’t receive a confirmation E-mail, your submittal probably
did not get to the Editor.

Thanks!
Eric
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In this Issue:

• Volunteer News •
• •

RMVR Website- http://rmvr.com

2022 RMVR Schedule
November 12, 2022

Feedback Session - Hagerty Garage in Littleton

TBA

Annual Banquet

Event Registration: Register online
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RMVR VOLUNTEER NEWS
By Lisa Williams

October 2022

Dear RMVR Volunteers,
It is hard to believe that the 2022 RMVR Race Season has come to an end. First and foremost, I
want to thank all of my fabulous volunteers who joined us this year. Without you ongoing support
and hard work, RMVR could not hold races as they do. Additionally, I want everyone to know just
how much I appreciate your patience with me as I faced medical challenges the past few months. A
huge shout out to the Control Team as well. These folks are a fine group!. As I say time and time
again, this is the RMVR Family!
Looking ahead, I would love to see everyone at our upcoming Annual Feedback Session on
November 12, 2022. This year, we will meet at Hagerty Ken Caryl (Littleton) Garage. Their address
is 8101 Shaffer Parkway, Littleton, CO. This event is a great opportunity to learn more about RMVR
and upcoming happenings.
To begin 2023, our Annual Banquet will be held. Be sure to watch your e-mail for information
about bot upcoming events.
Warmest regards,
Lisa
FLAGGING &
COMMUNICATIONS
Lisa Williams
672 S. Pine Dr.
Bailey, CO 80421
303-257-3557
marshals@rmvr.com

GRID
Michael Drury
583 S Everett Ct
Lakewood, CO 80226
303-808-4778
denvertaxman@yahoo.com
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TECH
Marie Stiles
tech@rmvr.com

